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Nawoord

This thesis is finished, apart from these final few pages, shortly reflecting the past more
than four years. They have passed extremely fast, however ithas been a long period full
of enriching experiences. It has been an exciting learning curve, not only scientifically, but
also personally. I realize now, that it is good just to sit back and try to digest everything that
has happened, as the last period has been a continuous and intensive rush without time for
reflection. Four years ago, when I started I could not have imagined where I would be now.
There was a project, a vague idea of what I had to do and a long time ahead of me. Meanwhile
I have met many people, the vague idea became more and more clear, I unexpectedly moved
to the other side of the world and not in the last place wrote this thesis.

Of course this thesis mainly represents the scientific component of my PhD period. For
this I am mostly and in the first place grateful to my main supervisor Robert Braun. Robert,
thank you for offering me the possibility to work on this now even more interesting topic.
Thank you for always supporting and guiding me, through the different phases of this work.
You have taught me incredibly much about Hi, and I admire your capability to place all
problems in a broader context. You learned me to be critical,especially to myself, but you also
gave me a lot a freedom which helped me to develop from a student to a more independent
person.

When you told me a few years ago that you had accepted a new position in Australia, I
was both shocked and excited as I had no clue what this would bring. Thank you for bringing
me with you, it was a big turning point, but it has been a great experience and I can honestly
say that I miss Sydney now that I have left again.

I also have to thank my promotor Thijs van der Hulst, for giving support from the back-
ground and to make sure that things were going as they should be. Nevertheless your busy
schedule, you made plenty of time for me on the few occasions when I was in Groningen.

Part of this thesis would not have been possible without the help of Romeel Davé. For me
the world of simulations was completely new. You kindly provided one of your simulations
without hesitation and you helped a lot by answering my numerous questions to get me
started.

Furthermore I also would like to thank all the staff at ATNF and Bärbel especially for
hosting me for more than two years and making me part of the group. It has been an absolute
privilege and I consider myself lucky to have spent time in the Netherlands and Australia at
two great institutes.



Then there are the people who not only keep institutes but also PhD students running and
make life much easier. Martin, Eite and Wim, thanks for setting up Bessel, I know you had
to make an extra amount of effort to get me started with this new and big machine. Hennie,
Jackie, Gineke and Lucia thanks for helping me with all the forms and papers, even from a
distance, which were confusing to me quite often.

Most of my time was spent in an office behind a desk, but luckily I could share this
office with many people which I could always talk to and which helped me distracting when
I needed and sometimes didn’t need it. Thank you Rense, Giuseppina, Simona and Boris in
Groningen and Katherine, Rajan, Emil and Chris in Sydney.

Although I did not spend much time in Groningen in the last twoyears, I will always
think back of the Kapteyn institute with good memories. I think it is very special to have
so many different cultures and nationalities at one place. Thanks to allthe staff, postdocs
and students, who make this such a vivid place with a great atmosphere. It is impossible to
mention everyone, Alicia, Seungyoup and Roberto I had very much fun with you and thanks
Roberto for all the Wednesday drives to Dwingeloo.

However when thinking of Kapteyn and my studies, I cannot forget Edo, Erwin, Chris,
Christiaan, Niels, Peter and Paul! We almost have a history together starting more than ten
years ago. Although you are just a part of our year, you all have been very important, and I
can almost say we shaped each other during this period.

Angel and Tobias, without you life in Sydney would have been very boring. Thank you
for all the conversations, trips, funny things and of coursezombies. Marianne, you belong
here as well, because without you our zombie team is not complete. Angel, I really enjoyed
the time we spent together not only in Sydney but also in Perthand Narrabri, thanks for being
our friend and always helping, even when you could not.

Veel dank gaat ook uit naar mijn familie! Jullie hebben me niet alleen de laatste jaren,
maar ook daarvoor altijd gesteund en aangemoedigd om dit padte bewandelen. Gelukkig had
ik in jullie altijd een baken om op terug te vallen als dat nodig was. Een proefschrift is een
grote stap en nu is het af.

Utolsó, de legnagyobb köszönötem Emmának szól, nélküled teljesen máshogy lett volna
minden. Köszönöm hogy ki akartál jönni velem Ausztraliába es nagyon örülök hogy most
mindig együtt lehetünk. Sokat számı́tott hogy az utols´o hónapokban türelmes voltál, és a
néha nehéz időszakokban támogattál es hajtottál hogy minden sikerüljön. Veled együtt min-
den sokkal jobb!

Attila Popping
Marseille, December 2009




